
Let me to tell you, sometimes it was really hard to make our dreams 
or wishes become true 

Have you ever had this following experiences?  
You had to be somewhere but the traffic blocked you up. You drove 
your car behind the truck during heavy rain. How hard did we to 
achieve our goals or destination? 

I would like to share my fantastic true-life story.  
 
In 2018, It was very difficult situation when I heard that I had a right 
vertebral artery aneurysm.  
Neither surgery nor no surgery was a good decision. I could not 
express it in any word. What could you expect from this situation. One 
thing was in front of me. It was my time to die. 
 

Somehow, Emergency Room sounds familiar prior to that time. 

The light was starting to show in the dark, they referred me to 
surgeon at Kaiser Redwood City, it is about 13.2 miles away from my 
place. But I was getting more realized that my cases were really 
difficult when he mentioned that only two specialist doctors could 
help me, one is in Sacramento and one is in Los Angeles.  
 
How could I make a decision? Let me know what the best choice in 
this situation? 
 
After surgery. I could move my hand, feet and speak. I felt slept, but 
then I woke up, I found out that I lost control my body. 



 
Should I go back to sleep to reset my condition? They did not let me to 
sleep, even though in the middle of night, they woke me up. 

 
I kept moving from one ICU room to another ICU room.  

This was a tough post-surgery aneurysm which brought me not to do 
anything. With my eyes opened, I knew something was not going 
right. 

If you are in this kind of situation, what you will do?  

My surgeon let me know that I did not have a stroke. My heart started 
bumping, at that point, my intuition said that there were a group 
believe it was a stroke. 

The transporter did not let me sleeping when they transported me to 
Kaiser Permanente San Leandro.  

I was trying to reach someone to let me know my situation. I could not 
even text well on my iPhone. 

 
Couple month later, I was in the skilled nursing, many knew me as a 
lady with feeding tube. One day, I found a lot of papers on my table. It 
was a doctor note. I had to take MRI as soon as possible to know it 
was stroke or not after I released from skilled nursing. 

Could you imagine how my situation when I got home? 

 
When times went by, I had a lot of patience and struggled with a lot of 
therapies for each body part. I had to start over to learn new things. I 
started to walk around with my U-step walker. 



Couple session of speech therapists. I was brave enough to join 
Newark Library Toastmaster at 7 am Tuesday Morning in October 
2019. I felt welcomed, even though I was sure that they could not 
hear me well. The doctor approved me. 

Earning money look like impossible in my situation. Incidentally, I 
found just the right one which matched with my capabilities and 
situation. In 2021, I started to plant seeds and sell plants and pots.  

 

It does not mean; my life and health are already awesome.  
 
On April 2021, after vaccination Covid 19, my left knee was swollen 2 
cm than the right knee.  

I was struggling with my knee and ankle since then, but this month 
(February 2022) the doctor told me that I could walk now.  
 
Here I am, Now, I am the second winner in my club for a contest 
Toastmaster to bring my true story to you. 
 

My suggestion, do not look down to yourself, focus to the positive 
things. 

1. THANKFUL –  
• BE THANKFUL IN ALL YOUR SITUATION 

2. GRATITUDE –  
• Be grateful for what you have and your accomplishments. 

3. ACCEPTANCE –  
• You could not change it. Accept that you cannot control 

every situation. 



4. CHALLENGES –  
• Try to overcome it. Acknowledge challenges and 

problems you would like to overcome. 
5. GOAL –  

• Set your goals. Be realistic goals that challenge and excite 
you. Example, Honestly, I could not expect to be 100% 
like I was, but I believe that I could reach 75% with hope 
to get 100%  

 

We have to realize that we are different 
My dream, my hope, my wishes have been destroyed. 

With my eyes opened, with feeding tube, no voice 

But I only have a faith. God could help me 

My dream, my hope, my wishes are being renewed. 

 

By paying attention to your thoughts, you can make meaningful 
changes in your life. 

 


